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Chapter 1

Insect Inspired Visual Motion Sensing and Bio-Inspired Flying Robots

Thibaut Raharijaona, Lubin Kerhuel, Julien Serres, Frédéric Roubieu, Fabien Expert, Stéphane Viollet, Franck Ruffier and Nicolas Franceschini *

Aix-Marseille University, CNRS, Institute of Movement Science, Biorobotics Department, UMR7287, 13288, Marseille, France

Flying insects excellently master visual motion sensing techniques. They use dedicated motion processing circuits at a low energy and computational costs. Thanks to observations obtained on insect visual guidance, we developed visual motion sensors and bio-inspired autopilots dedicated to flying robots. Optic flow-based visuomotor control systems have been implemented on an increasingly large number of sighted autonomous robots. In this chapter, we present how we designed and constructed local motion sensors and how we implemented bio-inspired visual guidance scheme on-board several micro-aerial vehicles. An hyperacurate sensor in which retinal micro-scanning movements are performed via a small piezo-bender actuator was mounted onto a miniature aerial robot. The OSCAR II robot is able to track a moving target accurately by exploiting the microscanning movement imposed to its eye’s retina. We also present two interdependent control schemes driving the eye in robot angular position and the robot’s body angular position with respect to a visual target but without any knowledge of the robot’s orientation in the global frame. This "steering-by-gazing" control strategy, which is implemented on this lightweight (100 g) miniature sighted aerial robot, demonstrates the effectiveness of this biomimetic visual/inertial heading control strategy.

1. Introduction

Flying insects have been in the business of sensory–motor integration for more than a hundred millions years. These star pilots navigate swiftly through the most unpredictable environments, often attaining a level of agility that greatly outperforms that of both vertebrate animals and present-day aerial robots. Insects are capable of dynamic stabilization, three-dimensional autonomous navigation, ground avoidance, collision avoidance with stationary and nonstationary obstacles, tracking, docking, decking on movable substrates, autonomous takeoff, hovering, landing, and more.
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They also behave in a predictive manner, making the appropriate anticipatory postural adjustments that will allow them to take off in the right direction when they notice an approaching threat. Some insects have well-developed learning and memory capacities whose essential mechanisms do not differ drastically from those of vertebrates.

No wonder that insects’ neural circuits are highly complex — commensurate with the sophisticated behavior they mediate. However, these circuits can be investigated at the level of single, uniquely identifiable neurons, i.e., neurons that can be reliably identified in all the individuals of the species on the basis of their location in the ganglion, their exact shape, and their consistent electrical responses. This great advantage of insect versus vertebrate neuroscience enables insect neuroscientists to accumulate knowledge during anything from a few days to several decades about a given individual neuron or a well-defined neural circuit.

This chapter deals with bio-inspired motion sensors and bio-inspired autopilots that may allow robots to fly safely without bumping into things. The chapter first summarizes our attempts to formulate explicit control schemes explaining how insects may navigate without requiring any distance or speed measurements. Considering the problem of ground avoidance, we attempted to determine the variables the insect needs to measure, the variables it needs to control, and the causal and dynamic relationships between the sensory and motor variables involved. Inspired by the importance of optic flow in insect behavior, we developed visual motion sensors at our laboratory early in the 1980’s. With a variety of technological improvements, they became highly miniaturized and were more recently installed onboard various aerial prototypes. Other groups have developed other types of OF sensors and mounted them onboard micro aerial robots.

Our progress was achieved not only by performing simulation experiments but also by testing our control schemes onboard miniature aerial robots. Constructing a bio-inspired robot first requires exactly formulating the signal-processing principles at work in the animal. After recalling recent advances in the field of optic flow-based autopilots, hyperacuity and bio-inspired optical sensing and gaze stabilization dedicated to aerial robots in section 2 some aspects of the fly visual system are described in section 3. We focus on the realization of fly-inspired OF sensors in section 4. Our aerial robots are based on the use of electronic optic flow sensors inspired by the housefly local visual motion sensor, which we previously studied in our laboratory. The principle of optic flow regulation is introduced. Visual guidance results are presented in section 5, with applications to aerial vehicles.

Moreover, the property called hyperacuity, which is defined by the ability of a visual system to locate an object with an accuracy much greater than the one dictated by the pixel pitch, is discussed in section 6. An hyperaccurate optical sensor is presented in section 6.1. Section 7 addresses the problem of implementing an active gaze-stabilization system onboard mobile robots. A complete bio-inspired gaze-control system implemented onboard the OSCAR II robot is described in section
2. Recent advances in the topic

2.1. Optic flow-based autopilots

The last decades have provided evidence that flying insects guide themselves visually by processing the optic flow (OF) that is generated on their eyes as a consequence of their locomotion. In the animal’s reference frame, the translational OF is the angular speed $\omega$ at which contrasting objects in the environment move past the animal as a consequence of locomotion.$^{27-31}$

Since the early 1990s, several authors have attempted to design and construct bio-inspired flying robots by formulating some of the mechanical and/or signal-processing principles at work in the animal.$^{14,17,32-37}$ Among the smallest and lightest flying robots ever built, the project which started in 1998 at University of California, Berkeley, aimed at developing a 25 mm span device capable of sustained autonomous flight. The micromechanical flying insect (MFI) presented in Fig. 1A, was meant to capture some of the exceptional flight performance of true flies.

Nowadays, Harvard researchers are developing a tethered but controllable micro-air vehicle called Robobee (see Fig. 1B). Recently, the RoboBee has been equipped with optic flow sensors.$^{23}$ The MicroCeline robot (see Fig. 1C) is based on a 5-gram living room flyer equipped with a 4mm geared motor and optic flow-based sensor.

Instead of designing an OF-based autopilot for flying robots, evolving neuro controllers have been proliferated and this approach is currently the most popular in evolutionary robotics. Attempts have been made to evolve it in terms of neural controllers by Doncieux$^{40}$ and by Zufferey et al.$^{41}$

Recently, the development of effective optic flow-based autopilots present a broad range of challenges and difficulties. The scale of micro aerial vehicles imposes stringent mass and power constraints on all components of the system to allow flight. In$^{10,18,20,22,42}$ the perceived OF is measured on board. In$^{43-45}$ the OF computation is not embedded on the UAV. In$^{10,18,33,44}$ the proposed control approach ensures
optic flow-based terrain following and guarantees that the vehicle does not collide with the ground during the task. In,\textsuperscript{45} a nonlinear controller for a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) unmanned aerial vehicle (see Fig. 2A and B) exploits an OF measurement to control hover above a moving platform and decking on it.

Fig. 2. A: Vertical landing on a moving platform. B: Hovering flight above the landing pad. Figure adapted from\textsuperscript{45}

Light weight UAV (less than 100-gram) have also been equipped with OF sensors.\textsuperscript{17,46}

2.2. Hyperacuity and Bio-inspired optical sensing

Active vision means that visual perception is not only closely related to the subject’s own movements, but that these movements actually contribute to the perceptual processes. For example, invertebrates’ eye movements are part of the active visual process used to minimize the adverse rotational optic flow, fixate stationary targets and track moving targets.\textsuperscript{47} The small amplitude eye movements (i.e., tremor and micro-saccades) which are known to occur in humans,\textsuperscript{48} crabs in,\textsuperscript{49} crustaceans in\textsuperscript{50,51} and spiders in\textsuperscript{52,53} generate temporal changes whose main function is thought to prevent the occurrence of the visual adaptation (fading) which normally occurs when images are perfectly stabilized on the retina.

One of the main advantages of implementing active retinal micro-movements on artificial seeing systems is that they make it possible to detect and locate relevant stationary objects without any need for locomotion. Motion detection plays a major role in visually guided behavior, especially in flying insects, where obstacle avoidance depends on optic flow measurements. Motion detection depends on the measurement of a retinal slip speed (i.e., the optic flow) that is generated by locomotion. However, optic flow can not be the unique sensory modality when hover flight is at stake. By definition, flying in hover with a high accuracy does not allow any motion of the body during a lapse of time. Active retinal micro-movements
allow to perceive without moving (the body) and can even improve the perception beyond the limit imposed by the optics.\textsuperscript{54–66}

Fig. 3. A: schematic view of the scanning visual sensor. A microlens array is set over a scanning retina, which comprises an electrostatically driven scanning actuator. Adapted from.\textsuperscript{59} B: Photograph of the mechanical device producing circular scanning. Adapted from.\textsuperscript{67}

Following the first demonstration of the usefulness of retinal microscanning in mobile robotics,\textsuperscript{54,55} a micro-sensor was developed that merges sensing and scanning functions on a single-chip by Hoshino et al. (see Fig. 3A). The tiny repetitive translation of the retina produced by the electrostatic scanner generated an effect similar to that of the retinal scanning observed in the housefly compound eyes.\textsuperscript{42} In,\textsuperscript{67} a new approach to visual sensing for machine vision purposes has been described, which relies on mechanical vibrations in the optical path to turn image features into temporal signals. An integrated circuit implementing a visual sensor taking advantage of this principle has been designed and fabricated (see Fig. 3B).

2.3. Gaze stabilization for aerial robots

Ever since animals endowed with visual systems made their first appearance during the Cambrian era, selection pressure led many of these creatures to stabilize their gaze. Navigating in 3-D environments,\textsuperscript{68} hovering,\textsuperscript{69} tracking mates\textsuperscript{70} and intercepting prey\textsuperscript{71} are some of the many behavioural feats achieved by flying insects under visual guidance. Recent studies on free-flying flies have shown that these animals are able to keep their gaze fixed in space for at least 200ms at a time, thanks to the extremely fast oculomotor reflexes they have acquired.\textsuperscript{72} In vertebrates too, eye movements are also the fastest and most accurate of all the movements. Gaze stabilization is a difficult task to perform for all animals because the eye actuators must be both:

- fast, to compensate for any sudden, untoward disturbances,
and accurate, because stable visual fixation is required.

In the free-flying fly bee or wasp, an active gaze stabilization mechanism prevents the incoming visual information from being adversely affected by disturbances such as vibrations or body jerks.\textsuperscript{72–76} This fine mechanism is way beyond what can be achieved in the field of present-day robotics. The authors of several studies have addressed the problem of incorporating an active gaze stabilization system into mobile robots. A gaze control system in which retinal position measurements are combined with inertial measurements has been developed,\textsuperscript{77} and its performance was assessed qualitatively while slow perturbations were being applied by hand. Shibata and Schaal\textsuperscript{78} designed a gaze control system based on an inverse model of the mammalian oculomotor plant. This system equipped with a learning network was able to decrease the retinal slip 4-fold when sinusoidal perturbations were applied at moderate frequencies (of up to 0.8Hz). Another adaptive image stabilizer designed to improve the performance of robotic agents was built and its ability to cope with moderate-frequency perturbations (of up to 0.6Hz) was tested.\textsuperscript{79} Three other gaze stabilization systems inspired by the human vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) have also been presented (two systems for mobile robots\textsuperscript{80,81} and one for an artificial rat\textsuperscript{82}), but the performance of these systems has not yet been assessed quantitatively on a test-bed. Miyachi et al. have shown the benefits of mounting a compact mechanical image stabilizer onboard a mobile robot moving over rough terrain.\textsuperscript{83} Twombly et al. have carried out simulations on a neuro-vestibular control system designed to endow a walking robot with active image stabilization abilities.\textsuperscript{84} In the humanoid research field, some robotic developments have addressed the need to stabilize the gaze by providing robots with visuo-inertial oculomotor reflexes (e.g.:\textsuperscript{85–88}). Wagner et al. built a fast responding oculomotor system,\textsuperscript{89} using air bearings and bulky galvanometers. An adaptive gaze stabilization controller was recently described, but the performances of this device were measured only in the 0.5-2Hz frequency range.\textsuperscript{90} Recently, Maini et al. succeeded in implementing fast gaze shifts on an anthropomorphic head but without using any inertial-based oculomotor reflexes.\textsuperscript{91} None of the technological solutions ever proposed so far are compatible, however, with the stringent constraints actually imposed on miniature aerial robots.

The gaze stabilization mechanisms of flying insects such as flies, are based on fine oculomotor reflexes that provide the key to heading stabilization. These high performance reflexes are of particular relevance to designing tomorrow’s fast autonomous terrestrial, aerial, underwater and space vehicles. As we will see, visually mediated heading stabilization systems require:

- a mechanical decoupling between the eye and the body, (either via a neck, as in the fly compound eye, or via the orbit, as in the vertebrate’s ‘camera eye’)
- an active coupling between the robot’s heading and its gaze, via oculomotor reflexes
• a fast and accurate actuator. Flies control their gaze using no less than 23 pairs of micro-muscles.
• a visual fixation reflex (VFR) that holds the gaze steadily on the target.
• a vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), i.e., an active inertial reflex that rotates the eye in counter phase with the head. Flies typically use an inertial reflex of this kind which is based on the halteres gyroscopic organ, especially when performing roll movements. A similar system was also developed in mammals – including humans - some hundred million years later. Rhesus monkeys’ VORs are triggered in the 0.5-5Hz and even 5-25Hz frequency range, and are therefore capable of higher performances than humans.
• a proprioceptive sensor which is able to measure the angular position of the eye in the head or in the body. Although the question as to whether this sensor exists in the primate oculomotor system is still giving rise to some controversy, it certainly exists in flies in the form of a pair of mechanosensitive hair fields located in the neck region. The latter serves to measure and compensate for any head-body angular deviations in terms of pitch, roll, and yaw.

The study presented in this chapter was inspired by insects’ and vertebrates’ oculomotor systems, our quest was primarily for the performance.

3. The fly’s eye

Flies are agile seeing creatures that navigate swiftly through the most unpredictable environments, avoiding all obstacles with little conventional aerospace avionics. Equipped with "only" about one million neurons and "only" 3000 pixels in each eye, the housefly, for example, achieves e.g., 3D navigation and obstacle avoidance at an impressive 700 body-lengths per second. All this is achieved, surprisingly, without any connections of the animal to a super-computer and an external power supply. The impressive lightness of the processing system at work onboard a fly or a bee makes any roboticist turn pale once he/she realizes that these creatures achieve many of the behaviours that have been sought for in the field of autonomous robotics for the last 50 years: dynamic stabilization, 3D collision avoidance, tracking, docking, autonomous landing, etc.

The front end of the fly visual system consists of a mosaic of facet lenslets (see foreground in Fig. 4) and an underlying layer of photoreceptor cells forming the retina proper (see background in Fig. 4). The photoreceptor cells are more sensitive and reliable than any photomultiplier ever built. In addition, flies possess one of the most complex and best organized retinas in the animal kingdom.

In the mid 1980’s, we started designing a robot to demonstrate how an agent could possibly navigate in a complex environment on the basis of optic flow. The robot was equipped with a planar, curved compound eye driving an array of fly-inspired Elementary Motion Detectors.
The latter was used to sense the OF generated by the robot’s own locomotion among stationary objects. The 50-cm high “robot-mouche” (Robot-Fly in English) that we realized in 1991 (see Fig. 5A) was the first OF-based, completely autonomous robot able to avoid contrasting obstacles encountered on its way, while traveling to its target at a relatively high speed (50 cm/s). The Robot-Fly was also based on ethological findings on real flies, whose most common flight trajectories were shown to consist of straight flight sequences interspersed with rapid turns termed saccades.

Based on the findings obtained at our Laboratory on the fly’s visual sensory system, several versions of the 2-pixel Local Motion Sensor (LMS) were developed, using an algorithm introduced by which was later called the "time of travel scheme" (see). Other vision-based systems were more recently designed to measure the optic flow onboard UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). Most of these visual systems were quite demanding in terms of their computational requirements and/or their weight or were not very well characterized, except for the optical mouse sensors, with which a standard error of approximately ±5°/s around 25°/s was obtained in a ±280°/s overall range. More recently we developed at the laboratory the concept of Visual Motion Sensor (VMS) fusing the local measurement from several 2-pixel LMS to measurement the 1-D optic flow more accurately and more frequently.
Fig. 5. Three of the visually-guided robots designed and constructed at the Laboratory on the basis of our biological findings on visuomotor control in flies. (A) The Robot-Fly ("robot-mouche" in French) incorporates the compound eye (visible at half-height) for obstacle avoidance, and a dorsal eye for detecting the light source serving as a goal. This robot (height: 50 cm; weight: 12 kg) reacts to the optic flow generated by its own locomotion amongst obstacles. It is fully autonomous as regards its processing and power resources. (B) The robot OCTAVE (Optic flow-based Control system for Aerial VEHicles) is a 100-gram rotorcraft equipped with a 2-pixel ventral eye sensing the OF on the terrain below. This self-sustained aerial creature is tethered to a light rotating arm that allows only three degrees of freedom: forward and upward motion and pitch. The robot lifts itself and circles around a central pole at speeds up to 3 m/s. It ascends or descends depending on the ventral optic flow it measures. (C) The robot OSCAR (Optic flow based Scanning sensor for the Control of Aerial Robots) is a 100-gram, twin-engined aircraft equipped with a two-pixel frontal visual system that relies on visual motion detection and on a microscanning process inspired by the fly. It is tethered to a 2-meter-long nylon wire secured to the ceiling of the laboratory. Vision and rate gyro signals combine onboard to make OSCAR fixate and track a target (a dark edge or a bar) with hyperacuity at speeds of up to 30°/s.

4. Insect-based visual motion sensors

Many methods of measuring the visual angular speed have been used for robotic purposes, such as those involving the local 1-D Hassenstein and Reichardt correlator scheme. Some motion sensors of this type have been mounted on terrestrial robots. The interpolation image algorithm (I2A) combined with a 1-D camera array have been used onboard an indoor microflyer. The “time of travel” scheme combined with off-the-shelf photodiodes has been implemented on both terrestrial robots and tethered flying robots.

In addition, some indoor terrestrial robots have been equipped with standard cameras combined with navigation systems based on OF principles. Off-the-shelf computer mouse sensors measuring local 2-D optic flow were recently characterized and mounted onboard terrestrial and aerial robotic platforms navigating under constant lighting conditions.
Other visual motion sensors have been developed using analog and digital Very-Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) technologies (see\textsuperscript{13,130–132} for 1-D motion sensors;\textsuperscript{109,133} and in the case of 2-D optic flow sensors). Some other bio-inspired VLSI sensors based on the use of optic flow cues have been developed for collision detection purposes.\textsuperscript{134}

However, to our knowledge, very few robotic studies have been published so far in which visual motion sensors have been implemented and tested outdoors, where the illuminance cannot be easily controlled (see\textsuperscript{13,107} for linear 1-D motion sensors, and see\textsuperscript{20,43,112,135} for 2-D optic flow sensors).

Although visual motion sensors are of great interest for robotic applications, very few attempts have been made so far to characterize systems of this kind. Some authors have tested their visual motion sensors with virtual objects presented on a video screen (using a 1-D local motion sensor\textsuperscript{110} or 2-D optic flow sensors\textsuperscript{136}) and the performance of some VLSI motion sensors has been described in detail (see,\textsuperscript{121,131} for a 1-D motion sensor characterized indoors and in front of photographs of natural scenes, respectively).

It therefore seemed to be worth developing means of testing the reliability of the visual motion sensors developed at our laboratory in terms of their resolution, accuracy, sensitivity, and invariance to contrast in real environments under a large range of illuminance values. In this section, it was proposed to present two custom-made, bio-inspired 1-D local motion sensors\textsuperscript{137} based on a two-pixel system with different front ends, namely,

1. the APIS (adaptive pixels for insect-based sensors)-based local motion sensor\textsuperscript{107,117,137} involving the use of a custom-made VLSI array equipped with Delbrück-type auto-adaptive pixels, and
2. the LSC-based local motion sensor\textsuperscript{107,138,139} involving the use of off-the-shelf linearly amplified photosensors (the LSC component was purchased from iC-Haus) each of which is equipped with an onchip preamplification stage.

Our visual motion scheme processes the time elapsing between the detection of any contrasting feature by two adjacent photoreceptors.\textsuperscript{7,11,26,99,140} This scheme was originally inspired the results of electrophysiological studies on the housefly’s visual system, where single elementary motion detector neurons (EMDs) were optically stimulated.\textsuperscript{141} The EMD response was picked up from the H1 neuron, one of the 60 Lobula Plate tangential cells (LPTCs). The local motion processing scheme inspired by these studies\textsuperscript{8} belongs to the token-matching schemes\textsuperscript{142} and has been called the “time of travel” scheme.\textsuperscript{110,143} In the mid-1990s, a similar principle was used again to design a smart VLSI circuit called the “facilitate and sample” sensor.\textsuperscript{108}

The characteristics of the two local motion sensors in question were determined here by recording their responses to a purely rotational optic flow generated by rotating the sensors mechanically indoors and outdoors. In the case of a stationary environment, the rotational optic flow $\omega$, which is by definition independent of the
distance from the sensors to the surrounding objects, can be directly compared to the rate gyro output signal denoted $\Omega_{\text{gyro}}$.

### 4.1. Description of the local visual motion sensors

Basically, each of the APIS-based and LSC-based visual motion sensors consists of a lens placed in front of a photosensor array: each visual motion sensor processes the output signals generated by two photodiodes.

![Diagram of visual motion sensors](image)

Fig. 6. General processing architecture of the APIS-based and LSC-based local motion sensors. In each sensor, the output signals emitted by two adjacent pixels were spatially and temporally filtered and thresholded to determine the angular speed $\omega$. The “time of travel” scheme previously developed at Franceschini’s laboratory was used to measure the local visual motion. The angular speed measured by each sensor $\omega_{\text{meas}}$ is the ratio between the constant interreceptor angle $\phi$ and the time $t$ elapsing between the first and second thresholded signals. The overall processing of the two local motion sensors was carried out in parallel on the same microcontroller (dsPIC 33FJ128GP804) at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. In the case of the LSC-based motion sensor, the two photodiode outputs were first filtered by an analog band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies (20, 116 Hz) before being filtered by a digital second-order, low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. In the case of the APIS-based motion sensor, the two photodiode outputs were filtered by a digital band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies (5, 30 Hz). Figure from

Each photodiode’s output signal is transmitted to a processing unit, where a digital version of the visual motion algorithm assesses the relative angular speed $\omega$ of any contrasting features encountered in the environment (see Fig. 6) (i.e., a 1-D component of the optic flow). In this paragraph, 2 two-pixel motion sensors based on the same “time of travel” principle but equipped with two different front ends were presented (see Fig. 7).

The front end of the APIS-based local motion sensor was based on adaptive pixels, originally suggested by. The whole APIS (adaptive pixels for insect-based sensors) retina, a custom-made VLSI retina comprising 25 pixels (see Figure 7(d)), was developed in collaboration with the Center for Particle Physics (CPPM)
Fig. 7. Test board that includes both motion sensors. (a) Sketch of the full mechanical system. A mechanical rotational angular speed was imposed on the board by means of a dc motor (2233012S from Minimotor) regulated via a proportional-integral controller. (b) Picture of the sensor board, which included the two custom-made visual motion sensors, an illuminance sensor based on a single elementary photodiode, and on the other side of the board (not visible here), a rate gyro (Analog Devices; ADIS 16100) measuring the reference mechanical angular speed (i.e., the rotational speed of the board) and a 16-bit microcontroller (dsPIC 33FJ128GP804) equipped with several 12-bit ADC (analog to digital converter) inputs. The microcontroller processes the visual signals received by the two visual motion sensors at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz. The measured visual motion $\omega_{\text{meas}}$ and the rotational speed gyro are recorded synchronously and sent to a computer via a Bluetooth module connected to a small battery (LiPo, 300 mAh-3.3 V). This wireless link leaves the sensor board free to rotate autonomously. (c) The visual motion sensors’ miniature camera lens (Sparkfun SEN-00637, focal length 2 mm, f-number 2.8) is defocused with respect to the focal plane to create a Gaussian angular sensitivity. (d) The APIS sensor along with the 5×5 photodiode array and an auto-adaptive circuit: only two pixels are connected to the dsPIC microcontroller. Figure from 107.

Each pixel features an integrated photodiode with a sensitive area of 250×250 µm connected to an adaptive, time-continuous, logarithmic circuit having a dynamic range of 100 dB.

The front end of the LSC-based local motion sensor was based on an off-the-shelf photodiode array (LSC is a component purchased from iC-Haus) consisting of two rows of six pixels. To make the sensor able to distinguish a larger number of contrasting patterns at low illuminance levels, we summed the two pixels in the same column to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by increasing the sensitive area to 300×1600 µm. These two “elongated photosensors” were combined with a classical fixed-gain photocurrent amplifier implemented using surface mount device (SMD) components.

The original local motion detector 7,11,140 (also called “time of travel”) consisted of an analog circuit producing an output signal that increased as the time lag $t$ between its two inputs decreased. The output signal therefore increased with the angular speed $\omega$. Like the fly’s motion-detecting neurons by which it was originally inspired (Franceschini et al., 1989), our visual motion sensors can react to
either dark-to-light (ON) or light-to-dark (OFF) contrasts. The bio-inspired signal processing method implemented in each of the two local motion sensors can be decomposed into six steps\textsuperscript{7,11,140} (see Fig. 6) as follows:

- **Step 1:** Spatial sampling and low-pass spatial filtering (which is achieved by defocusing the miniature camera lens to obtain a Gaussian angular sensitivity for each pixel),
- **Step 2:** Band-pass temporal filtering: high-pass temporal filtering to differentiate the visual signals and low-pass temporal filtering to reduce the noise such as the 100-Hz interference originating from artificial lighting (this step is partially analog in the case of the LSC-based visual motion sensor),
- **Step 3:** Taking the absolute value of the signals to detect both dark-to-light and light-to-dark contrast transitions,
- **Step 4:** Thresholding with fixed values regardless of the illuminance background,
- **Step 5:** Measuring the time $\Delta t$ (time of travel) elapsing between the thresholded signals,
- **Step 6:** Computing the local angular speed by applying the ratio between the interreceptor angle $\Delta \phi$ and the time elapsing $\Delta t$ between the moments when two adjacent photodiode signals reach the threshold (i.e., the time of travel of a contrast from the optical axis of one photodiode to the optical axis of the following one),

$$
\omega_{\text{meas}} = \frac{\Delta \phi}{\Delta t}
$$

This overall processing was carried out on a dsPIC33FJ128GP804 microcontroller working at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz in floating-point arithmetic. The overall signal processing tasks do not require performing any time-consuming tasks such as division because a look-up table was used to transform the tinto the visually perceived angular speed $\omega_{\text{meas}}$ [see Eq. (1)]. All embedded algorithms were developed on Matlab with a Simulink blockset for dsPIC called Embedded Target for dsPIC.

5. Optic-flow regulation for guidance and navigation

5.1. The problem of ground avoidance

To control an aircraft, it has been deemed essential to measure state variables such as ground height, ground speed, descent speed, etc. The sensors developed for this purpose (usually emissive sensors such as radio-altimeters, laser rangefinders, Doppler radars, GPS receivers, forward-looking infrared sensors, etc.) are far too cumbersome for insects or even birds to carry and to power. The OF sensors
evolved by natural flyers over the last few hundred million years are at odds with these avionic sensors. OF sensors are nonemissive sensors.

The ventral OF experienced in the vertical plane by flying creatures — including aircraft pilots — is the relative angular velocity \( \omega \) generated by a point directly below on the flight track.\(^{28,147}\) As shown in Figure 8A, the translational OF perceived vertically downward depends on both the ground speed \( V_x \) and the ground height \( h \) and is equal to the ratio between these two variables:

\[
\omega = \frac{V_x}{h} \text{[rad.s}^{-1}\text{]} \tag{2}
\]

Fig. 8. A: Definition and measurement of the ventral optic flow \( \omega \) experienced by an insect (or a robot) flying in translation in the vertical plane. B: An EMD like the EMDs driving the honeybees’ VT neurons,\(^{148}\) is able to measure the ventral OF (i.e., the angular speed \( \omega \) at which any contrasting feature moves under the flying agent). Figure from.\(^{106}\)

We know that flies and bees are able to react to the translational OF, \( \omega \) independently of the spatial texture and contrast.\(^{149,150}\) We also know that some of their visual neurons may be involved in this reaction because they respond monotonically to \( \omega \) with little dependence on texture and contrast.\(^{148}\) Neurons facing downward can therefore act as ventral OF sensors, and thus assess the \( V_x/h \) ratio (Fig. 8).

Based on laboratory experiments on mosquitoes and field experiments on locusts, Kennedy put forward an hypothesis, according to which flying insects maintain a “preferred retinal velocity” with respect to the ground below.\(^{27,29}\) In response to wind, for example, insects may adjust their ground speed or ground height to restore the apparent velocity of the ground features. Kennedy’s hypothesis has been repeatedly confirmed during the last 30 years: both flies and bees were found to maintain a constant OF with respect to the ground while cruising or landing,\(^{151–153}\) except in \emph{Drosophila}.\(^{154}\)
The problem is how insects may achieve this feat, since maintaining a given OF is a kind of chicken-and-egg problem, as illustrated by Eq. 2. An insect may hold its ventral OF, \( \omega \) constant by adjusting either its ground speed (if it knows its ground height) or its ground height (if it knows its ground speed). In addition, the insect could maintain an OF of 1 rad/s (i.e., 57 degrees/s), for instance, by flying at a speed of 1 m/s at a height of 1 meter or by flying at a speed of 2 m/s at a height of 2m. An infinitely large number of possible combinations of ground speed and ground height will give rise to the same “preferred OF”.

Drawing on the experience we had with OF-based visual navigation of a terrestrial robot, we attempted early to develop an explicit flight-control scheme for aerial navigation in the vertical plane. Our first tentative step on these lines was not particularly successful, because we were cornered in the general notion that prevailed in those days that insect navigation relies on gauging range. In the experimental simulations we performed in 1994, for example, we assumed that the insect (or the robot) would know its ground speed \( V_x \) (by whatever means), so that by measuring it would be able to gauge the distance \( h \) from the ground (Eq. 2) and react accordingly to avoid it. Although this procedure is still used in robotics (see, e.g., ), where ground speed can be determined (e.g., via GPS), this makes the way insects operate all the more elusive.

5.2. The optic flow regulation principle

In spite of this early success to explain how an insect could navigate on an OF basis, we considered that Kennedy’s insightful hypothesis was calling for a clear formalization that would bring to light:

- The flight variables really involved,
- The sensors really required,
- The dynamics of the various system components,
- The causal and dynamic links existing between the sensory output(s) and the variable(s) to be controlled,
- The point of application of the various disturbances that an insect will experience in flight and the variables it will have to control to compensate for these disturbances.

We came up with an autopilot called OCTAVE (Optical altitude Control sysTem for Autonomous VEhicles) that is little demanding in terms of neural (or electronic) implementation and could be just as appropriate for insects as it would be for aircraft. A ventral OF sensor was integrated into a feedback loop that would drive the robot’s lift, and thus the ground height, so as to compensate for any deviations of the OF sensor’s output from a given set point. As we will see, this simple autopilot (Fig. 9A) enabled a micro-helicopter to perform challenging tasks such as take-off, terrain following, reacting suitably to wind, and landing.
The OCTAVE autopilot can be said to be an OF regulator. The word *regulator* is used here as in control theory to denote a *feedback control system* designed to maintain an output signal constantly equal to a given set point. The Watt flyball governor from the 18th century, for instance, was not only one of the first servomechanisms ever built: it was also the very first angular speed regulator. It served to maintain the rotational speed of a steam engine shaft at a given set point, whatever interferences occurred as the result of unpredictable load disturbances. The Watt regulator was based on a rotational speed sensor (meshed to the output shaft), whereas the OF regulator is based on a noncontact rotational speed sensor—an OF sensor—that measures the ventral OF (again in rad/s).

Specifically, the OF signal \( \omega_{\text{meas}} \) delivered by the OF sensor (see Fig. 9A) is compared with the OF set point, \( \omega_{\text{set}} \). The comparator produces an error signal: 
\[
\epsilon = \omega_{\text{meas}} - \omega_{\text{set}}
\]
which drives a controller adjusting the lift \( L \), and thus the ground height \( h \), so as to minimize \( \epsilon \). All the operator does is set the pitch angle \( \Theta \) and therefore the airspeed (see Figure 9A). The OF regulator does the rest: that is, it attempts to keep \( \omega \) constant by adjusting the ground height \( h \) proportionally to the current ground speed \( V_x \).

5.3. A micro-helicopter equipped with an OF sensor and an OF regulator

We tested the idea that insects may be equipped with a similar OF regulator by comparing the behavior of insects with that of a “seeing helicopter” placed in similar situations. The OCTAVE robot we built (Fig. 10A) is a micro-helicopter equipped with a simple, two-pixel ventral eye driving an EMD acting as an OF sensor (Fig. 10A).

Any increase in the rotor speed causes the OCTAVE aerial robot to rise, and the slightest (operator-mediated) forward (“nose-down”) tilting by a few degrees produces a forward thrust component that causes the MH to gain forward speed. The flight mill is equipped with ground-truth azimuthal and elevation sensors that
allow the position and speed of the OCTAVE aerial robot to be monitored at high accuracy and in real time. Since the OCTAVE purpose was to demonstrate a basic principle, it was equipped with an elementary ventral eye composed of only two photoreceptors driving a single EMD as shown in 10.

More recently, we built a miniature robot (80g) called Beerotor 138 which is autonomous in terms of its computational power requirements. Beerotor is equipped with a 13.5-g quasi-panoramic visual system (Fig. 10B) and regulates its optic flow with respect to the ceiling or the ground to control both its speed and altitude.

Vertical Optic flow regulation enable autonomous aerial robots (such as OCTAVE and Beerotor) to perform 4 further reputedly difficult tasks: autonomous take off, autonomous terrain following, autonomous landing and autonomous compensation for wind disturbances.

5.4. Micro-hovercraft against honeybees’ behavioral patterns

Behavioral experiments on several insect species have long shown that motion perceived by the lateral part of their compound eyes affects the forward thrust, and hence the forward speed (for review, see 106). First, when flying through a tapered corridor, honeybees slowed down as they approached the narrowest section and speeded up when the corridor widened beyond this point.151 The authors concluded that bees tended to adjust their speed proportionally to the local corridor width by regulating the image velocity. Second, when flying through a straight corridor, honeybees tended to fly along the midline.149 To explain this “centering behavior,” the authors hypothesized that bees were balancing the speeds of the retinal images (i.e., the lateral OFs) of the two walls, a hypothesis that subsequently gave rise to many wheeled and aerial robots capable of centering in a corridor (e.g., 124).

We recently found, however, that honeybees trained to fly along a larger corridor do not systematically center on the corridor midline (Fig. 11B,C ). They keep remarkably close to one wall, even when part of the opposite wall is missing.
Fig. 11. Honeybees’ centering and wall-following behaviors. Bees were trained to enter a wide (width 0.95 m) 3-meter long corridor, formed by two 0.25-m high walls lined with vertical white-and-gray stripes (period 0.1m; contrast $m = 0.41$). The bee’s entrance ($E_C$) and the feeder ($F_C$) were placed either on the corridor midline (a) or on one side (b, c, d). In (d), part of the left wall was removed during the trials. Mean distances distribution as shown on top. From.\textsuperscript{156} Distance from that wall ($D_R$ or $D_L$) and forward speed $V_x$ were, on average, such that the speed-to-distance ratio (i.e., the lateral OF) was maintained practically constant, at about $230^\circ$/$s$ in our 95cm wide corridor.\textsuperscript{156}

With a view to explaining the various honeybee behaviors observed in the various corridors, we came up with the design of the LORA III autopilot (LORA III stands for Lateral Optic flow Regulator Autopilot, mark III), which is able to control both the forward speed $V_x$ of the vehicle and its lateral distances $D_R$ and $D_L$ from the two corridor walls jointly, without ever measuring any speeds or distances (Fig. 12A).

Our sighted LORA robot is a retro-fitted version of a miniature RC hovercraft (Taiyo Toy Ltd, Typhoon T-3). The miniature LORA robot (mass: 0.878kg, size: 0.36x0.21x0.17m, see Fig. 12B) is fully actuated by means of four ducted fans (GWS EDF-50, DC motor CN12-RLC, mass: 30g) driving it on the horizontal plane. The two rear thrusters actuate the robot along the surge axis, the two lateral thrusters actuate the robot along the sway axis, and the robot’s heading is adjusted by controlling the two rear thrusters differentially. An additional lift fan (a brushless motor Micro Rex 220/3-3200 Flyware fan, mass: 11g) inflates the skirt to create an air-cushion preventing the robot from touching the ground. The vehicle is naturally stable in terms of the pitch and roll and the very low friction coefficient...
Fig. 12. A: LORA III autopilot enabling a hovercraft to navigate in a corridor by controlling its forward speed and its distance to the walls jointly, without measuring any speeds or distances. B: Fully-autonomous sighted hovercraft equipped with miniature elementary eyes and a bio-inspired dual lateral optic flow regulator. C: The tapered corridor consisted of a 400-cm long corridor with a relatively wide entrance (95cm) and with a 46-cm wide constriction located midway, the lateral walls of which were lined with photographs of natural colored scenes (trees and bushes). D: Top view of the 1-gram microcontroller-based visual motion sensor (size: 23.3x12.3 mm). Adapted from 118, 157

and the number of degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane are similar to those of an aerial robot (a helicopter, for instance). The micro-hovercraft’s heading is maintained along the X-axis of the corridor (Fig. 12C) by a heading lock system that compensates for any yaw disturbances by controlling the two rear thrusters differentially. This system mimics the honeybee’s heading lock system, which is based on a polarized light compass and gives the insect an impressively straight course, even in the presence of wind. 158

Fig. 13. A: LORA III autopilot enabling a hovercraft to navigate in a corridor by controlling its forward speed and its distance to the walls jointly, without measuring any speeds or distances. B: Fully-autonomous sighted hovercraft equipped with miniature elementary eyes and a bio-inspired dual lateral optic flow regulator. C: The tapered corridor consisted of a 400-cm long corridor with a relatively wide entrance (95cm) and with a 46-cm wide constriction located midway, the lateral walls of which were lined with photographs of natural colored scenes (trees and bushes). Adapted from
Figures 13 show real trajectories along a straight (Fig. 13A) and a tapered corridor (Fig. 13B) (tapering angle: 7°) with $\omega_{Set\text{Fwd}} = 250^\circ/s$ and $\omega_{Set\text{Side}} = 160^\circ/s$ set-points. The LORA robot navigated safely and followed one of the two walls, regardless of its initial position $y_0$ at the entrance to the corridor. Whether in a straight (Fig. 13A) or tapered (Fig. 13B) corridor, the robot ended up by following either the right or the left wall in the steady state, depending on its initial ordinate $y_0$. These trajectories are typical of the wall-following behavior observed. The robot’s speed profiles in the straight and tapered corridors (Figs. 13E and 13F) show that the LORA robot consistently adjusted its forward speed $V_x$ to the local corridor width $D$. The LORA robot typically slowed down when the local corridor width decreased and speeded up when it widened out after the constriction.

In studying the types of operations that insects may perform to guide their flight on the basis of optic flow (OF) cues, we came up with several bio-inspired autopilot principles that harness the power of the translatory OF parsimoniously and therefore offer interesting prospects for MAV autonomous guidance. The micro-helicopter’s outstanding visuomotor performance (Figs. 10) suggests how insects and MAVs may take off, follow terrain, and land if they are equipped with OF sensors facing the ground and an OF regulator that servos the measured OF to a given set-point (Fig. 9). The great advantage of this autopilot is that it requires neither to measure nor to compute nor to regulate (i.e., hold constant) any ground speeds or ground heights. The only variable it needs to measure and regulate is the OF — a variable that can be accessed straightforwardly by dedicated sensors called OF sensors.

6. Insect-based active vision for hyperaccurate position sensing

In the previous sections 4 and 5, we have seen that motion detection depends on the measurement of a retinal slip speed (i.e., the optic flow) that is generated by locomotion. One of the main advantages of implementing active retinal micro-movements on artificial seeing systems is that they make it possible to detect and locate relevant stationary objects without any need of displacement and therefore without any need to move the whole body. In the angular position sensing device (PSD) described here, the micro-movements imposed on the photoreceptors were inspired by the retinal micro-scanning movements observed in the housefly’s compound eye.42

6.1. Principle of the hyperaccurate sensor

The hyperaccurate sensor, Vibrating Optical Device for the Kontrol of Autonomous robots (VODKA),65 was designed to estimate the azimuthal position of a vertically oriented contrasting target. Here we take the case of a sensor measuring the angular position of a vertical edge or bar.

The optical assembly comprising the two photoreceptors separates their optical axes by a constant angle denoted $\Delta \varphi$ (see Fig.17 and Fig.14), which is called the interreceptor angle. The sensor’s main axis is defined as the bisector of these two
Fig. 14. Sketch diagram of the hyperacrate sensor. The left part shows the Gaussian angular sensitivity of each of the two photoreceptors placed in front of a contrasting edge. Mechanical vibration is applied to the two photoreceptors, causing their optical axes to rotate. A band-pass filter acting as a pseudo derivative extracts the signals generated by the relatively high frequency vibration (40Hz) of each photoreceptor axis. An optional peak filter removes all frequencies not associated with the vibration. A demodulator extracts the envelope of the signal. The relative difference between the two signals is computed as \( \frac{Ph_1' - Ph_2'}{Ph_1' + Ph_2'} \) to yield the hyperacurate sensor output. Adapted from 65

axes. Each of the two photoreceptors' output signals, which are denoted \( Ph_1 \) and \( Ph_2 \), depends on the angle between its optical axis and the target (the edge or the center of the bar). Let us take \( \Psi \) to denote the angular position of the visual target relative to the main hyperacurate sensor axes. The combined vibration of the two optical axes adds a high frequency modulation denoted \( \Psi_{mod} \). The two photoreceptors' output signals can therefore be written as follows:

\[
Ph_1(\Psi(t)) = Ph \left( \Psi_c(t) + \Psi_{mod}(t) - \frac{\Delta \phi}{2} \right)
\]

\[
Ph_2(\Psi(t)) = Ph \left( \Psi_c(t) + \Psi_{mod}(t) + \frac{\Delta \phi}{2} \right)
\]

where \( \Psi(t) = \Psi_c(t) + \Psi_{mod}(t) \) and where:

- the following expression for \( Ph \) is used in the case of a contrasting edge;

\[
Ph(\Psi_c) = k \left( \frac{1}{2} + \int_{-\infty}^{\Psi_c} s(\Psi) \ d\Psi \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{k}{2} \left( 1 + erf \left( \frac{2 \sqrt{\ln(2)} \Psi_c}{\Delta \rho} \right) \right)
\]

where the factor \( k \) depends on both the contrast and the lighting conditions and \( erf \) is the so-called error function defined by:
\[ \text{erf}(\Psi) = \frac{2}{\sqrt\pi} \int_0^\Psi e^{-x^2} dx \] (5)

and the directivity function \( s(\Psi) \) of a photoreceptor is therefore given by:

\[ s(\Psi) = \frac{2}{\sqrt\pi \ln(2)} e^{-\frac{4 \ln(2) \cdot \Psi^2}{\Delta \rho}} \] (6)

where \( \Psi \) is the angle between the photoreceptor optical axis and that of a point light source.

- the following expression for \( Ph \) in the case of a bar;

\[ Ph(\Psi_c) = \frac{k^2}{2} \left( \text{erf} \left( \frac{2\sqrt{\ln(2)\Psi_c + \frac{\Delta \rho}{2}}}{\Delta \rho} \right) - \text{erf} \left( \frac{2\sqrt{\ln(2)\Psi_c - \frac{\Delta \rho}{2}}}{\Delta \rho} \right) \right) \] (7)

To summarize, the hyperacurate sensor principle mainly involves the following:

- a Gaussian-like angular sensitivity function for each photoreceptor, mimicking the angular sensitivity function of flies' photoreceptors,
- a joint micro-scanning movement of the two photoreceptors, mimicking the retinal micro-movements observed in single ommatidia of the fly compound eye,
- a temporal derivative of the photoreceptor output signals, similar to the high pass filtering function occurring in the first order neuron of the fly’s compound eye.

The hyperacurate sensor output signal results from the two photoreceptor signals, once they have been suitably processed in order to obtain the ratio between the difference and the sum of the differentiated photodiode output signals.

\[ S_{VODKA} = \frac{|Ph'_1(\Psi(t))| - |Ph'_2(\Psi(t))|}{|Ph'_1(\Psi(t))| + |Ph'_2(\Psi(t))|} \] (8)

where \( \Psi(t) \) is the sum of the angular position of the contrasting feature \( \Psi_c \) with the small vibration \( \Psi_{mod} \).

The derivative filter used here was a classical analog band-pass filter (\( H_{band-pass} \) in Fig.14), in which the high-pass filter section acts as the differentiator and the low-pass filter section reduces the high frequency noise and prevents the subsequent analog-to-digital conversion from undergoing any aliasing effects.

When the sensor is placed in front of an edge, developing the expression 8 yields a remarkably simplified expression, under the assumption that:

1. the amplitude of \( \Psi_{mod} \) is very small (thus, \( \Psi_{mod} \approx 0 \) but \( \Psi'_{mod} \neq 0 \)) and
the temporal variations of $\Psi_c$ are much slower than those of $\Psi_{mod}$ (thus, $\Psi'_c \approx 0$ but $\Psi_c \neq 0$).

Under these conditions, the derivative of the two photoreceptors can be expressed as follows, using equation 6 and 4:

$$P_{h1}'(\Psi(t)) = k \frac{\sqrt{\pi \ln(2)} \Psi'(t)}{\pi \Delta \rho} \cdot e^{-4 \ln(2) \frac{4 \Psi(t) \Delta \varphi}{\Delta \rho^2}}$$

(9)

$$P_{h2}'(\Psi(t)) = k \frac{\sqrt{\pi \ln(2)} \Psi'(t)}{\pi \Delta \rho} \cdot e^{-4 \ln(2) \frac{4 \Psi(t) + \Delta \varphi}{\Delta \rho^2}}$$

(10)

Substituting 8 into 10 gives, after some rewriting:

$$SVODKA = \tanh \left( \Psi_c \cdot \frac{4 \ln(2) \Delta \varphi}{\Delta \rho^2} \right)$$

(11)

This remarkably simple expression gives the theoretical value of the hyperacurate sensor output as a function of the angular position $\Psi_c$ of a contrasting edge present in its FOV. The characteristic curve plotted in Fig.15(a) is this hyperbolic tangent function, that is, an even, monotonic function of the angular position $\Psi_c$. The central part of the characteristic curve varies quasi linearly with the angular position $\Psi_c$, which makes the sensor capable of locating the angular position of a contrasting edge with great accuracy.

When the sensor is placed in front of a contrasting bar, developing the expression $SVODKA$ [8 with the temporal derivative of 7] does not simplify easily. However, the expression obtained is still an even function, as shown in Fig.15(b). It can be seen from this Figure that apart from the two “glitches” located at $\pm \Delta \varphi / 2$, the characteristic curve obtained in the case of a bar is fairly similar to that obtained in the case of an edge (Fig.15(a) and (b)).

6.2. **Noteworthy features of the hyperacurate sensor**

We describe in this section several properties which make the hyperacurate visual sensor very useful for locating contrasting objects in a natural environment.

6.2.1. **Robustness to lighting conditions**

The temporal derivation implemented in the band-pass filter (see Figure 14) amplifies high frequencies and removes the DC component from each photoreceptor output signal. Very large AC signal gain amplification can be obtained since the DC value is filtered out. These filtering and amplification steps in the signal processing make the hyperacurate sensor robust to the lighting conditions (affecting the DC value) at this early stage in the signal processing.
Fig. 15. Sketch diagram of the hyperacrate sensor. The left part shows the Gaussian angular sensitivity of each of the two photoreceptors placed in front of a contrasting edge. Mechanical vibration is applied to the two photoreceptors, causing their optical axes to rotate. A band-pass filter acting as a pseudo derivative extracts the signals generated by the relatively high frequency vibration (40Hz) of each photoreceptor axis. An optional peak filter removes all frequencies not associated with the vibration. A demodulator extracts the envelope of the signal. The relative difference between the two signals is computed as 

$$\frac{P_{h1}' - P_{h2}'}{P_{h1}' + P_{h2}'}$$

to yield the hyperacurate sensor output. Adapted from 65.

6.2.2. Robustness to contrast value and contrast polarity

It is the absolute value of signals $P_{h1}'$ and $P_{h2}'$ that is used in Eq.8. The sensor is therefore insensitive to the polarity of the contrasting feature encountered (an edge or a bar), that is, it will respond equally to a white-to-dark or a dark-to-white target.

By calculating the relative difference (with expression Eq.8), the influence of contrast (modeled by the factor $k$ in equations 4 and 7) can be removed. However,
this is a theoretical result, and the experimental data obtained with the sensor we implemented show a minimum detectable contrast \( m \) (Eq.12) of about 5%.

\[
m = \frac{I_1 - I_2}{I_1 + I_2}
\]  

where the light intensities \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) are the higher and lower luminances measured on the two surfaces, respectively (\( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) measured with a similar photoreceptor to the VODKA photoreceptors).

6.2.3. Robustness to vibration types

Joint vibration of the two optical axes affects the signals delivered by both photoreceptors. From the amplitude of these signals, the angular position \( \Psi \) of a contrasting target lying in hyperacurate sensor visual field is obtained. From Eq.11, it can be seen that the vibration frequency has no influence on the ability of the sensor to detect the location of the target. Consequently, not only periodic signals such as sine waves but also random patterns of vibration can be used. For example, the "natural" undesirable vibration produced by the sensor’s mechanical support (e.g., a robotic platform) can be exploited to drive the hyperacurate sensor’s visual processing system.

According to the hyperacurate sensor principle described in section 6.1, a vibration pattern of some kind is a prerequisite to obtain hyperacuity, even though the type of vibration has no effect on the predicted sensor output. Taking the case of the low pass filter in the digital demodulation scheme (see Fig. 14), for example, the best results will be obtained with relatively high frequency and low amplitude vibrations (because the derivative of the high frequency in Eq.10 counteracts the low vibration amplitude).

7. Bio-inspired gaze control strategies for aerial robots

In this section, we will describe our latest aerial robot, which has been called OSCAR II (see Fig. 16). OSCAR II differs from the original (OSCAR I) robot\(^6\) in that its eye is no longer mechanically coupled to the body: this configuration makes it possible for the gaze to be actively locked onto the target, whatever disturbances may be applied to the robot’s body.

In the angular position sensing device (PSD), the micro-movements imposed on the photoreceptors were inspired by the retinal micro-scanning movements observed in the housefly’s compound eye.\(^{42}\)

The sensor described here is the last in a series of fly-inspired visual scanning sensors (cf. Fig. 17), which began in 1996 with a micro-scanning retina\(^{54}\) ca-

\(^a\)Part of this paper reprinted from L. Kerhuel, S. Viollet and N. Franceschini, IROS Conference, ©2007 with permission from IEEE and from L. Kerhuel, S. Viollet and N. Franceschini, IEEE Trans. on Robotics, Vol. 26, pp. 307-319 with permission from IEEE.
Fig. 16. OSCAR II robot equipped with the hyperacute sensor. The 100-gram aerial robot, which is usually suspended from the ceiling with a long 100μm nylon wire, controls its yaw on the basis of what it sees. Here it was mounted on the axis of a frictionless resolver so that its heading could be accurately monitored. The twin-engine robot orients itself by driving its two propellers differentially. The inset shows the robot’s retina (after the lens has been removed), which can be subjected to repetitive micro-translations at a frequency of 40Hz by means of a piezo-bender (see Fig. 17). The hyperacute retina is composed of an Ic-Haus LS2C package comprising 2 rows and 6 columns of photoreceptors. The hyperacute sensor actually uses only the two central columns. Picture from\textsuperscript{65}

Fig. 17. CAD and sketch diagram of the hyperacute sensor. The two photoreceptors are moved back and forth by a piezo-bender located inside the vertical eye tube, making their optical axes jointly scan a few degrees of the environment. The hyperacute sensor’s output is simply the relative difference between the two filtered photoreceptor signals $P_h'_{1}$ and $P_h'_{2}$. Adapted from\textsuperscript{65}

pable of measuring low levels of translational optic flow, such as those perceived near the heading direction (the focus of expansion). This was followed by an-
other micro-scanning visual sensor\textsuperscript{56} which enabled a small aerial robot to locate a moving target, fixate it and follow it smoothly \textsuperscript{(57 and\textsuperscript{60})}. The ability to locate a contrasting feature (an edge or a bar) with greater spatial resolution than that imposed by the pixel pitch is known as hyperacuity.\textsuperscript{160} Many visual sensors based on active retinal micro-movements have been used for various purposes: to enhance edge detection,\textsuperscript{61,161,162} to improve obstacle avoidance,\textsuperscript{54,55} or to read bar codes.\textsuperscript{163} However, few studies have dealt so far with retinal vibrations in the context of hyperacuity. Visual scanning at a variable angular speed was previously used to enhance the resolution by a factor of 40 in an edge-locating task,\textsuperscript{56} and more recently by a factor of 70. A pulsed-scanning mode was found to help a mobile robot detect the simple presence of edges in its visual field.\textsuperscript{55} A circular micro-scanning mode was developed to improve the spatial resolution by transforming spatial information into temporal information.\textsuperscript{67} This same mode was also used to obtain line or edge operators by correlating a modulating signal with the output signals emitted by a 2-D imager.\textsuperscript{162} In humans, it has been established in theoretical studies that ocular micro-movements (tremor) can provide hyperacuity (\textsuperscript{62,164,165}). Hyperacuity in artificial retinas has also been obtained without using any retinal micro-scanning processes, based on the overlapping Gaussian fields of view (FOV) of neighboring photoreceptors (\textsuperscript{158,166–168}). However, unlike the sensors based on the present retinal micro-scanning approach, these static sensors cannot cope with different contrasting objects such as edges and bars, nor do they benefit from temporal signals to improve object detection.

In Section 7.1, we will describe the scheme underlying the fast accurate control of the “eye-in-head” angle and present the OSCAR II robot in section 7.2. In section 7.3, we will explain how we merged a gaze control system (GCS) with a heading control system (HCS). Finally, in section 7.4, we will discuss about a novel biomimetic “steering by gazing” control strategy.

### 7.1. Eye-in-head or head-in-body movements: a key to forward visuomotor control

Many studies have been published on how the gaze is held still in vertebrates and invertebrates, despite the disturbances to which the head (or body) is subjected. For example, in humans, the Rotational Vestibulo Ocular Reflex (RVOR,\textsuperscript{169}) triggers a compensatory eye rotation of equal and opposite magnitude to the head rotation, so that the line of sight (the gaze) is stabilized. Studies on the human RVOR have shown that this inertial system responds efficiently with a latency of only about 10ms to sinusoidal head rotations with frequencies of up to 4 Hz\textsuperscript{170} or even 6Hz,\textsuperscript{171} as well as to step rotations.\textsuperscript{172} Rhesus monkeys show very high VOR performances in the 0.5-5Hz\textsuperscript{22} and even 5-25Hz\textsuperscript{23} frequency ranges, which means that monkeys are able to reject both slow and fast disturbances throughout this wide range of frequencies. The fly itself possesses an exquisite VOR-like reflex controlling the orientation of its head.\textsuperscript{173} Figure 18 illustrates the outstanding performances achieved by the gaze
stabilization systems of two different birds and a sandwasp. In the latter case, the authors nicely showed how the roll compensation reflex functioned in a wasp in free flight by maintaining the head fixed in space in spite of dramatic body rolls (amplitude up to 120° peak to peak) made to counter any lateral displacements. Cancelling head roll prevents the wasp’s visual system from being stimulated and therefore disturbed by rotational movements.

In short, gaze stabilization seems to be a crucial ability for every animal capable of visually guided behavior. Even primitive animals such as the box jellyfish seem to be endowed with an exquisite mechanical stabilization system that holds the eyes oriented along the field of gravity.

7.2. Description of the OSCAR II robot

OSCAR II is a miniature (100 – gram) cordless twin-engine aerial robot equipped with a single-axis (yaw) oculomotor mechanism (Fig. 19).

The robot is able to adjust its heading accurately about the yaw axis by driving its two propellers differentially via a custom-made dual sensorless speed governor. The robot’s "body" consists of a carbon casing supporting the two motors. This casing is prolonged on each side by a hollow carbon beam within which the propeller drive shaft can rotate on miniature ball bearings. The robot’s "head" is a large
Fig. 19. OSCAR II is a 100-gram aerial robot that is able to control its heading about one axis (the vertical, yaw axis) by driving its two propellers differentially on the basis of what it sees. The eye of OSCAR II is mechanically uncoupled from the head, which is itself fixed to the “body”. A gaze control system (GCS) enables the robot to fixate a target (a vertical white-dark edge placed 1 meter ahead) and to stabilize its gaze despite any severe disturbances (gusts of wind, slaps) that may affect its body. A heading control system (HCS), combined with the GCS, makes the robot’s heading catch up with the gaze, which stabilizes the heading in the gaze direction. OSCAR II is mounted on a low-friction, low-inertia resolver, so that its heading can be monitored. Picture from

(diameter 15mm) carbon tube mounted vertically on the motor casing. Within the head, an inner carbon “eye tube” mounted on pivot bearings can turn freely about the yaw axis.

The robot’s eye consists of a miniature lens (diameter 5mm, focal length 8.5mm), behind which an elementary "retina" composed of a single pair of matched PIN photodiodes scans the surroundings at a frequency of 10Hz by means of a fast piezo actuator (Physik Instrumente) driven by an onboard waveform generator circuit (for details, see\textsuperscript{63}). The retinal microscanning movement adopted here was inspired by our findings on the fly’s compound eye.\textsuperscript{42} The microscanning of the two photoreceptors occurs perpendicularly to the lens’ axis, making their line-of-sights deviate periodically in concert. For details on the whys and wherefores of the particular microscanning law adopted, readers can consult our original analyses and simulations of the OSCAR sensor principle.\textsuperscript{56} Basically, we showed that by associating an exponential scan with an Elementary Motion Detector (EMD), one can obtain a genuine Angular Position Sensor that is able to sense the position of an edge or a bar with great accuracy within the relatively small field-of-view available ($FOV = \pm 1.4^\circ$, which is roughly equal to that of the human fovea). Interestingly, this sensor boasts a 40-fold better angular resolution than the inter-receptor angle in the task of locating an edge, and can therefore be said to be endowed with hyperacuity.\textsuperscript{160} Further details about the performances (accuracy, calibration) of this microscanning visual
sensor are available in.\textsuperscript{63}

### 7.3. Implementation of the robot’s oculomotor system

In the human oculomotor system, the extra-ocular muscles (EOM) are often deemed to serve contradictory functions. On the one hand, they are required to keep the gaze accurately fixated onto a steady target,\textsuperscript{178} and on the other hand, they are required to rotate the eye with a very small response time: a saccade of moderate amplitude is triggered within only about 100 ms.\textsuperscript{179} Figure 20 shows a top view scheme of the novel miniature oculomotor system we have built and installed in OSCAR II (Fig.19).

Fig. 20. The OSCAR II oculomotor mechanism (top view). The central eye tube (equipped with its two-pixel piezo-scanning retina, not shown here) is inserted into a larger carbon tube (the “head”), which is mounted onto the robot’s body. The eye tube is mechanically uncoupled from the head with one degree of freedom about the yaw axis. The angle $\theta_{\text{eye}}$ between the robot’s heading and the direction of the gaze is finely controlled (via the linkage rod and the control horn) by a micro Voice Coil Motor (VCM) that was milled out from a hard disk microdrive. The visual sensor’s output is a linear, even function of $\theta_t - \theta_{\text{gaze}}$; it delivers 0 Volts when the gaze is aligned with the target (i.e., $\theta_{\text{gaze}} = \theta_t$). Adapted from\textsuperscript{180}

The high performance human oculomotor system was mimicked by controlling the orientation of the eye-tube with an unconventional extra-ocular actuator: a Voice Coil Motor (VCM), which was initially part of a hard disk microdrive (Hitachi). A VCM is normally used to displace the read-write head in disk drive control systems\textsuperscript{181} and it works without making any trade-off between high positional ac-
accuracy and fast displacement.

As VCM control requires an efficient position feedback loop. Whereas a simple PID controller was used in the original version, we now used a state space approach by integrating a controller composed of an estimator cascaded with a state-augmented control gain $K_e$ (cf. figure 21) computed with a classical LQG method. This structure was used to servo the angular “eye in robot” position $\theta_{er}$ to the reference input $U_{er}$ (see figure 20). $\theta_{er}$ was measured by placing a tiny Hall effect sensor in front of a micro magnet ($1\text{mm}^3$) glued to the eye-tube’s rotation axis.

The step response shown in Figure 5 shows the very fast dynamics obtained with the closed-loop control of the eye-in-robot orientation, $\theta_{er}$. We determined a rise time $T_{rise}$ as small as 19ms and a settling time $T_{settle}$ as small as 29ms (as compared to 44ms in the original version). With a 45-deg step (not shown here), a velocity peak of 2300°/s was reached, which is much higher than the 660°/s reached by our former PID controller and much higher than the saturation velocity (800°/s) of the human eye measured during a saccade. Unlike our robot’s oculomotor control system (which is essentially linear), the human oculomotor control system is nonlinear, since the rise time increases typically with the saccade amplitude.

7.4. “Steering by gazing” control strategy

The “steering by gazing” control strategy presented here amounts to maintaining the gaze automatically oriented toward a stationary (or moving) target and then ensuring that the robot’s heading will catch up with the gaze direction, despite any disturbances encountered by the body. Two distinct but interdependent control schemes are at work in this system. The one is in charge of the robot’s gaze, and the other is in charge of the robot’s heading. The eye dynamics is very fast in
Fig. 22. Closed-loop step response of the "Eye in Robot" angular position $\theta_{er}$ to a large (10 degrees) step input applied to the reference input $\theta_{er, set point}$ (cf. figure 21). The voice coil motor actuator is controlled via a full state feedback controller that makes the settling time ($T_{settle}$) as small as 29ms. The angular position $\theta_{er}$ is measured with a miniature Hall sensor placed in front of a tiny magnet glued onto the eye’s axis. Figure from comparison with the robot’s body dynamics. Our control strategy makes the robot minimize its retinal error signal and its heading error signal without requiring any knowledge of the robot’s absolute angular position or that of the target. The fast phase of the heading dynamics depends on the inertial sensor (the rate gyro), while the slow phase (steady state) depends on the visual sensor. Here we will describe the eye control system and the heading control system and explain how they interact.

7.4.1. Eye-Control strategy

Figure 20 shows a top view of the robot, where the various angles are defined. Figure 23 summarizes the feedforward and feedback control systems involved in the eye control system. The feedback control system (depicted in the bottom of Fig. 23) is a regulator that keeps the retinal error $\epsilon_r = \theta_{target} - \theta_{gaze}$ at zero by adjusting the robot’s eye orientation $\theta_{er}$. The gaze-control strategy ensures that $\theta_{gaze}$ will follow any changes in the target position ($\theta_{target}$). When the OSCAR II robot is presented with a stationary target, the eye control system will compensate for any disturbances applied to the body by holding the gaze, which is locked onto the target, due to the VOR and to the fast dynamics of the eye. If the target happens to move, the VFR will adjust the gaze orientation $\theta_{gaze}$ via $\theta_{er}$ so that the gaze will track the target smoothly, whatever the yaw disturbances possibly affecting the robot’s body.

(1) Inertial Feedforward Control Loop (Vestibulo-ocular Re-flex): Like the semi-circular canals in the inner ear, which estimate the head’s angular speeds,
Fig. 23. ORs. The visual feedback loop at the bottom (which is called the VFR) is a position servo designed to minimize the retinal error measured $\epsilon_r = \theta_{\text{target}} - \theta_{\text{gaze}}$, thus making the eye lock onto a contrasting target. The feedforward controller (i.e., VOR) makes the eye compensate exactly for any dynamic changes in the robot’s heading ($\theta_{\text{heading}}$). In $\Sigma_3$, the orientation of the robot $\theta_{\text{heading}}$ is added to the eye-in-robot orientation $\theta_{\text{er}}$, and in $\Sigma_2$, the estimated heading $\hat{\theta}_{\text{heading}}$ is subtracted from the visual controller’s output to hold the gaze steadily on the target, despite any heading disturbances. Note that the robot controls its gaze on the basis of measurements $(\Omega_{\text{heading}}, \epsilon_r)$ that relate entirely to its own coordinate frame: It requires no knowledge of the absolute heading ($\theta_{\text{heading}}$) or the absolute angular target position ($\theta_{\text{target}}$), as shown in Fig. 20. Adapted from 135.

the microelectromechanical system (MEMS) rate gyro measures the robot’s angular speed $\Omega_{\text{heading}}$ about the yaw axis. This measurement is integrated by a pseudointegrator ($C_{\text{vor}}(s)$) that estimates the body’s orientation $\theta_{\text{heading}}$ in $\dot{\theta}_{\text{heading}}$ (see Fig. 23). The high-pass filter in $C_{\text{vor}}(s)$ has a low cutoff frequency of 0.05 Hz to overcome the slow and unpredictable drift, which is inherent to the MEMS rate gyro. The VOR was designed to compensate for any changes in $\theta_{\text{heading}}$ by faithfully making $\theta_{\text{er}}$ follow any change in $\hat{\theta}_{\text{heading}}$ with opposite sign ($\Sigma_2$).

(2) Visual Feedback Loop: The visual feedback loop strives to annul the retinal signal error $\epsilon_r$ to keep the robot’s gaze locked onto the visual target. The embedded visual sensor measures the retinal error $\epsilon_r$ in the robot’s reference frame (the robot, therefore, does not care whether the visual target is moving or not). The visual sensor’s output $\epsilon_{r0}$ is a linear, even function of $\epsilon_r = \theta_{\text{target}} - \theta_{\text{gaze}}$. The visual feedback loop enables the robot to:

- fixate a stationary target;
- track a moving target;
- correct any low-frequency inaccuracies (i.e., drift) of the VOR inertial sensor.
The OSCAR II visual sensor\textsuperscript{56} has a refresh rate of 10 Hz. This 10-Hz scanning of the visual scene is the main limiting factor involved in the process of visually rejecting any fast disturbances liable to destabilize the robot. Nonetheless, the VOR reflex solves this problem by greatly improving the dynamics of the gaze stabilization, thus preventing the target from straying beyond the narrow (±1.8°) field of view (FOV) of the eye, even in the presence of strong aerodynamic disturbances.

7.4.2. Heading Control Strategy

The “steering-by-gazing” control strategy is an extension of the eye control strategy, as depicted in Fig. 21.

In the generic control system, which is shown in Fig. 24, both the robot’s steering dynamics and the eye dynamics are under the control of the common drive signal $C_d$; the gaze-control system and the heading control system are therefore interdependent. Any change in the robot’s heading is treated like an input disturbance to the feedback gaze-control system. The common drive signal is the difference (see Σ2 in Fig. 24) between the visual-fixation reflex (VFR) and the VOR signals. It drives both the eye (with its fast dynamics) and the robot (with its slow dynamics). The common drive signal ($C_d$) acts as a set-point for the eye orientation $\theta_{\text{er}}$ but as an error input signal for the robot’s heading orientation $\theta_{\text{heading}}$ (see Fig. 25).
Fig. 25. (a) Classical (i.e., OSCAR I) robot configuration, where the eye is coupled to the body. (b) New (i.e., OSCAR II) robot configuration, where the eye is decoupled from the body. In our “Steering-by-gazing” control strategy, a common drive signal $C_d$ controls both the eye and the robot. This common drive signal is an angular set-point for the eye ($\theta_{er}$) and an angular error signal for the robot’s heading ($\theta_{heading}$). (c) Step response of the eye $\theta_{er}$ and that of the robot’s heading $\theta_{heading}$. When serving as an error signal controlling the robot’s ($H_{robot(s)}$), $C_d$ makes the robot rotate until $C_d$ is cancelled; when serving as an angular set-point controlling the eye ($\theta_{er}$), $C_d$ makes the eye rotate until the appropriate position is reached. Adapted from [1].

This common drive signal causes the robot’s body to rotate until its heading is aligned with its gaze (at which time $C_d = 0$). The visually guided behavior, which is implemented here, is therefore, such that the main output regulated at 0 is the retinal error $\epsilon_r$ between the gaze and the orientation of the target (see Fig. 20). The advantage is that the robot at no time loses sight of the target in the presence of strong disturbances affecting the body. The overall system of regulation can be said to first align $\theta_{gaze}$ with $\theta_t$ (i.e., $\epsilon_r = 0$), and then, to turn the robot’s body to align $\theta_{heading}$ with $\theta_{gaze}$ (i.e., $C_d = 0$).

7.4.3. Rejection of Aerodynamic Perturbations

The previous version of the OSCAR robot (i.e., OSCAR I) was prone to be easily destabilized by gusts of wind because its eye was mechanically coupled to its body. OSCAR II is a great improvement over OSCAR I, since the direction of its gaze is decoupled from its heading. The performance of the OSCAR II robot was compared, depending on whether its ORs were activated or not (inactivating the ORs on OSCAR II makes it equivalent to the former OSCAR I configuration, where the eye was fixed to the body). In preliminary experiments, we gave slaps to the robot with a custom-made slapping machine. In the current experiment, we used a more natural perturbation. The experimental setup used for this purpose is presented in Fig. 26.

This fan generated airflow at a speed of up to 5.2 m/s. The airflow perturbation regime was controlled via a pulsewidth-modulated (PWM) signal generated by an acquisition board. To calibrate the ducted fan, various PWM duty cycle values were applied for 10s, and the airspeed measured was averaged over this time. To compare the performance of the OSCAR II and OSCAR I configurations, both the robot’s heading $\theta_{heading}$ and the “eye-in-robot” orientation $\theta_{er}$ were measured, and
the gaze $\theta_{\text{gaze}}$ was reconstructed as the sum (see Fig. 20).

$$\theta_{\text{gaze}} = \theta_{\text{heading}} - \theta_{\text{er}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Figure 27 shows a close-up of the robot’s, eye’s, and gaze’s responses to the sudden gust of wind in the case of the OSCAR I configuration (see Fig. 27(a): ORs OFF) and the OSCAR II configuration (see Fig. 27(b): OR ON). In both experiments, the wind travel time between the fan and the robot is 240 ms. Despite the robot’s inertial feedback controller (see Fig. 24), the sudden wind gust creates a peak heading error of 5°. After the 200-ms-long wind perturbation, the internal integrator compensates for the wind by making the contralateral propeller rotate faster. However, when the wind gust stops, the propeller differential speed of rotation makes the robot react in the opposite direction, thereby creating an error of opposite sign -3°.
Fig. 27. (a) and (b) Visual fixation of a steady edge in the presence of a 200-ms wind impulse by the OSCAR I configuration (without ORs) and the OSCAR II configuration (with ORs, i.e., VOR + VFR). In the OSCAR I configuration, the gaze can be seen to lead astray the ±1.8° limit (width of the FOV). Thus, the target, which is steady at the position 0, gets out of the FOV and is lost for almost 400 ms (0.03s until 0.4s). In the OSCAR II configuration, the “eye-in-robot” profile (θer, blue curve) shows that VOR immediately counteracts the robot rotation (θheading, red curve) so that the gaze (θgaze, black curve) remains quasi-steady. This experiment demonstrates that in the OSCAR II configuration, the robot can maintain visual contact with the visual target, despite the strong aerial perturbation applied to its structure. Adapted from 135

8. Conclusion

In studying the types of operations that insects may perform to guide their flight on the basis of optic flow cues, we came up with several bio-inspired autopilot principles that harness the power of the translatory optic flow parsimoniously and therefore offer interesting prospects for MAV autonomous guidance and navigation. Insect-inspired visuo-motor control systems can suggest robotic solutions requiring a much fewer pixels than the present-day mobile robots harnessed to computer-vision systems. First, we demonstrate on the tethered aerial robot called OCTAVE the optic flow regulation concept to perform complex tasks such as autonomous take off, autonomous terrain following, autonomous landing and autonomous compensation
for wind disturbances. LORA and Beerotor autopilots presented in section 5.4 were based on the dual lateral optic flow regulation principle. The autopilot causes the robot to automatically adjust its forward speed $V_x$ to the local $D$-dimension of the corridor, while ensuring a safe clearance from the textured walls. This autopilot could also be applied to other types of vehicles such as blimps, autonomous underwater vehicles, and helicopters with counter-rotating rotors (in which pitch and roll are uncoupled).

Here we have also described how a miniature tethered aerial platform called OS-CAR equipped with a one-axis, ultrafast accurate gaze control system inspired by highly proficient, long existing natural biological systems was designed and implemented. The seemingly complex gaze control system (Fig. 23) was designed to hold the robot’s gaze fixated onto a contrasting object in spite of any major disturbances undergone by the body. It was established that after being destabilized by a nasty thump applied to its body, the robot:

- keeps fixating the target (despite the small visual field of its eye, which is no larger than that of the human fovea),
- reorients its heading actively until it is aligned with the gaze direction.

Reorientation is achieved rapidly, within about 0.6 seconds (Fig. 27). The important point here is that the gaze itself is the fundamental (Eulerian) reference parameter, on which all the relevant motor actions (orienting the "eye in robot" and the "robot in space") are based. This study considerably extends the scope of a former study, in which we developed a gaze control system but did not implement it onboard a robotic platform. Besides, the oculomotor mechanism we are now using is a novel version based on a voice coil motor (VCM) taken from a hard disk microdrive. This actuator, which is able to orient the gaze with a settling time as short as 19ms (i.e., faster than a human ocular saccade), was the key to the development of our ultrafast gaze stabilization system.

Saccades, which have been studied in detail in humans, monkeys, and many insects, make it possible to orient the fovea onto a new target. This will be the subject of our further studies. We will now describe how saccadic movements can coexist with the oculomotor performance, which is described above. In the "steering-by-gazing" control strategy presented here, the robustness of the gaze-control system can be said to be extended to the heading control system. An aerial vehicle equipped with this system would be able to reject the aerodynamic disturbances encountered and to eventually realign its trajectory with the target on which the gaze remains firmly locked. This visuo-inertial heading control strategy is one step toward the development of autonomous unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). The lightness and low power consumption of the whole system would make it particularly suitable for application to MAVs and micro-underwater vehicles (MUVs), which are prone to disturbances due to untoward pitch variations, wing beats (or body undulations or fin beats), wind...
gusts (or water streams), ground effects, vortices, and unpredictable aerodynamic (or hydrodynamic) disturbances of many other kinds. Lessons learned from biological creatures teach us that it is best to compensate early on for these disturbances, which was done here by using a visuo-inertial gaze-stabilization system as the basis for efficient heading stabilization. Anchoring the gaze on a contrasting feature in the environment provides a robust, drift-free starting point to explore the world.
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